
Faclan Cumanta Seata 1 
We will be learning the new words and sounds during Term 1. A new list will be sent home as we 

progress through the set.  

 

FC Seata 1a 

mi, mise, is, seo, agus 

 

FC Seata 1b 

ag, mo, na, an, am, mar   

Fuaimean ùra (New sounds) 

th bh ch mh ao dh 

fh gh ph rr sh 
 

 
 
Cambridge University Hillwalking Club - “The Unofficial Guide to 
Pronouncing Gaelic” 
https://cuhwc.org.uk/page/unofficial-guide-pronouncing-gaelic 

• R and RR; rolled, and never left out. Ever. If you can't roll your R's (and I can't) 
you can approximate a single tap of the roll (which is all most Gaels ever say 
anyway) by bending your tongue back until the underside of the tongue is 
touching the roof of your mouth, and then flicking the tongue forward while trying 
to say an English R. The tongue should catch behind the teeth, producing a 
sharp tapping sound rather unlike the English R. 

• BH and MH; both pronounced as the English V. For example, mhòr 'vaur'. 
• CH; as in loch or German Bach. If you can't make this sound, you might as well 

give up now, because there's no surer sign that you're a Sassenach than being 
unable to pronounce loch as anything other than 'lock'. 

• GH and DH; these are to CH as G is to C, i.e. with the mouth and tongue in the 
same place but with the vocal cords vibrating. (You can tell if your vocal cords 
are vibrating or not by placing your hand against your throat and seeing if you 
can feel a buzzing sensation.) It's a bit like gargling, or sitting on a G for several 
seconds. E.g. dhorain 'ghorrin'. 

• FH is silent. E.g. fhuaran 'uaran'. 
• PH as in English. 
• SH and TH; as the English H. For example, thuilm 'hoolim'. 
• AO is a new vowel, and we all love those. It's like the OO sound in English 

''food'', but with the lips unrounded, and sounded further back in the throat. To 
some, it sounds like a cross between that OO sound and the UR sound in burn. 
E.g. aonach 'uw-nuhkh'. 

https://cuhwc.org.uk/page/unofficial-guide-pronouncing-gaelic

